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Herein, we introduced amine-functionalized core–shell nanoparticles (Polymethyl methacrylate/Polyeth-
yleneimine; PMMA/PEI) with surface primary amines (3.15 � 105 groups/particle) and uniform size dis-
tribution (150–200 nm) that were prepared by one-step photo-induced emulsion polymerization. Further
PEI-surface was modified with diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) and introduced with Gd(III).
The modified particles possessing DTPA can entrap a high content of Gd(III) ions of over 5.5 � 104 Gd/par-
ticle with stable chelation (no release of free Gd) at least 7 h. The Gd–DTPA-conjugated core–shell nano-
particles (PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs) enhanced the MRI intensity more than Primovist (a commercial
hepatic contrast agent). Moreover, the PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs showed non-cytotoxicity up to
250 lM in normal liver cells. Thus, in vitro data suggested the PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs is promising
delivery system as a superior MRI contrast agent, especially for hepatic lesion targeted MR imaging.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In visualization of soft tissue, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is considered an efficient technique that provides good
three-dimensional images (high spatial resolution < 1 mm) with-
out the use of radioactive compounds or high energy X-rays
[1,2]. The contrast of MRI images is directly related to the differ-
ence in water proton relaxation rates of various soft tissues
[1–3]. However, compounds called ‘MRI contrast agents’ are
required to enhance the image contrast to distinguish lesion areas
from normal tissues, especially in cancer diagnosis [3]. Among
these, gadolium (Gd) chelates are the most commonly used MRI
contrast agents as T1 agents and many have been approved for
clinical use [3,4]. Nevertheless, due to their low molecular weight,
one major problem with these agents is their short-lived time in
blood circulation that limits their MRI efficacy. For example,
Gd(III)–diethylenetriamine pentaacetate complex (Gd–DTPA) is
rapidly excreted via renal filtration and its concentration in blood
circulation decreases over 80% within 1 h after intravenous admin-
istration [5], which allows less time for MRI observation. One way
to overcome this problem is to conjugate these low molecular
weight agents with macromolecules such as polysaccharides
[6,7], polypeptides [8], synthetic polymers [9,10], synthetic dendri-
mers [11,12], and synthetic particles [13,14]. Most of them im-
prove the residence time in blood circulation and increase the
relaxivity of water protons in the environment.

Moreover, the macromolecular Gd complexes enhance the im-
age contrast in cancer diagnosis because the morphologies of tu-
mor and normal tissues are quite different [3,15]. In general, the
large size of macromolecular compounds can influence their bio-
distribution due to the differences in the vascular systems of tumor
tissues compared to normal tissues. In tumors, vascular hyperper-
meability allows large particles to diffuse through blood vessels
and those particles accumulate in the tissue due to ineffective lym-
phatic drainage. This phenomenon, called the enhanced perme-
ation and retention (EPR) effect [16,17], leads to greater
concentrations of large compounds in tumors than in normal tis-
sues. However, this principle does not explain the size-dependent
distribution in some tissues involving the reticuloendothelial sys-
tem, such as in liver and spleen. In such organs, large particles tend
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to localize in normal areas, where the reticuloendothelial network
is still intact, more than in tumors [13,18].

In this work, a polymeric nanoparticle was selected as the pre-
cursor for preparing the macromolecular contrast agent. We intro-
duced a facile one-step method of photo-induced surfactant-free
emulsion polymerization (SFEP) to prepare PMMA-core/PEI-shell
nanoparticle (PMMA/PEI NPs, Scheme 1A). This core/shell NPs pos-
sessed a high density of surface amine groups (PEI) with homoge-
neous size and higher stability in aqueous solution. PMMA/PEI NPs
were modified with diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA)
via amide coupling reaction using water-soluble carbodiimide-
activating system [19]. And further Gd(III) ions were chelated on
the DTPA moieties to get T1 imaging agents (PMMA/PEI–
DTPA–Gd NPs, Scheme 1B). In vitro T1 contrast activity of
PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs and its cytotoxicity in normal liver cells
were evaluated in this study.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Methyl methacrylate (MMA), branched polyethyleneimine
(PEI; 50 wt% solution in water, Mn = 60000, Mw = 750,000),
camphorquinone (CQ, bornanedione,1,7,7-trimethylbicyclo [2.2.1]
heptane-2,3-dione), l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodi-
imide hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), and gad-
olinium chloride (GdCl3) were all obtained from Aldrich. MMA was
purified by vacuum distillation after removing inhibitor by NaOH
extraction. Diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) was pur-
chased from TCI Company.

2.2. Photo-polymerization of PMMA/PEI core/shell nanoparticles

PMMA/PEI core/shell nanoparticles were synthesized via photo-
induced SFEP as shown in Scheme 1A. The polymerization was con-
ducted in a 100-mL water-jacketed flask equipped with a nitrogen
inlet–outlet, water-circulating thermostat, and magnetic stirrer.
First, 5 g of 10 wt% PEI solution was mixed with distilled water.
The 600 rpm stirred mixture was purged with nitrogen gas for at
least 30 min. Temperature-controlled water (25 �C) was pumped
through the jacketed reactor from the thermostat. After that,
2 mL of the purified MMA was added into the reactor, followed
by 1 mL of 0.02 M CQ. The total volume of the reaction was
50 mL. All steps were done in a dark room. The mixture under
Scheme 1. (A) Formation of PMMA/PEI core/shell nanoparticles via the photo-induced
surface. The acquired PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs were further investigated for the develo
in vitro studies including T1 contrast phantom study, hepatic cell uptake study and cyto
nitrogen was exposed to visible-light from the halogen floodlight
(SP. Electric) in a tubular lamp (Sylvania) for 3 h. The distance from
the light tube to the center of the reactor was 25 cm. The MMA
conversion was determined gravimetrically. Unbound PEI mole-
cules in the synthesized nanoparticles were removed by ultracen-
trifugation at 25,000 rpm. All supernatants from centrifugation
were collected to determine % grafted PEI by TNBS assay.

2.3. Physical characteristics of PMMA/PEI core/shell NPs

Hydrodynamic diameters and surface charges were then mea-
sured by using a zetasizer (zetasizer 3000, Malvern Instruments)
at 25 �C. pHsof medium were adjusted to be in the range of 3–
12. Then, their corresponding f-potentials were measured and
plotted with varying pH values. Isoelectric point (pI) of NPs was
determined as the pH at which the f-potential was zero.

Core/shell structure of NPs was observed on a transmission
electron microscopy (TEM; Phillip, CM-200, 120 kV). PMMA/PEI
NPs were diluted 100-fold with distilled water, 20 lL of the diluted
sample was then deposited on copper grids and stained with 2 wt%
phosphotungstic acid (PTA; Fluka) [20–22]. Furthermore, the TEM
images were also used to calculate the number of particles per vol-
ume (Np) as in the following equation [23]:

Np ¼ Total volume of PMMA
Volume of core PMMA per particle

¼
mp=qp
p
6 ðDcvÞ

ð1Þ

where mp is the total mass of polymerized monomer (mg/mL�1), qp

is the density of PMMA core (1.19 g/cm3). The volume-average
diameter of the core compartment (DCV) was determined from at
least 100 particles in TEM images. Next, the percentage of grafted
PEI (GPEI), the 1�-amine per particle (NP-NH2), and 1�-amine con-
centration were determined by The modified 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene
sulfonic acid (TNBS; Aldrich) assay (see the supporting
information).

2.4. Conjugation of DTPA onto the PEI shell

The DTPA-functionalized core/shell nanoparticles (PMMA/PEI–
DTPA NPs) were prepared by amide coupling reaction between
the amine groups of PEI shell and the carboxylic groups of DTPA
using EDC/NHS activating system. The pre-optimized molar ratio
between DTPA per 1�-amine was 5:1. First, PMMA/PEI was pre-
pared to contain 20 mM of 1�-amine (�3.8 � 1013 particles/mL)
and adjusted to pH 6 by 0.1 M HCl. Next, 8 mL of the solution
SFEP using CQ/PEI initiating system. (B) Conjugation of Gd-DTPA on the PEI-shell
pment of hepatic lesion-targeted T1 contrasting agent, and subjected to the serial
toxicity study.



Table 1
Characteristics of PMMA/PEI core–shell nanoparticles prepared via photo-induced
SFEPa (n P 3; mean ± SEM).

Product characteristics Value

% MMA, involved in photo polymerization 82.9 ± 2.56
Volume-average diameter of core (PMMA), Dcv (nm)b 86.6 ± 9.39
Percentage of grafted PEI, GPEI (%) 69.2 ± 5.65
1�-amine groups per particle, NP-NH2 (105) 3.15 ± 0.28
Number-averaged diameter, Dn (nm)c 189.1 ± 18.8
Particle size distribution, Dv/Dn

c 1.381 ± 0.117
f-potential (mV)d 43.0 ± 0.873

a Synthesis condition: 1 wt% PEI, 4 wt% MMA, 0.4 mM CQ, 300 W, 3 h reaction.
b The PMMA core diameter was averaged from TEM images.
c Values were determined in wet state by Zetasizer analyzer.
d To assess shelf-life of the product, the measurement was performed without pH

adjustment.
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was mixed with 2 mL of 0.4 M DTPA for 30 min. Afterwards, 2 mL
of 0.8 M EDC and 2 mL of 0.4 M NHS were added and stirred for
6 h at room temperature. The product was adjusted to a pH of
about 7 and then purified by ultracentrifugation. The amount of
covalently bound DTPA on the particle surface was calculated
based on a modified toluidine blue O (TBO) assay [24,25] (see the
supporting information).

2.5. Chelation of gadolinium (Gd) onto the DTPA units

To introduce Gd (III) ions onto the particles, GdCl3 as a Gd pre-
cursor was reacted with nanoparticles that have DTPA as a ligand
unit. The complexation was performed in citrate buffer (0.1 M, pH
5.5) since the precipitation of GdCl3 can take place in neutral or
basic pH conditions. In detail, PMMA/PEI–DTPA diluted with
10 mM of carboxylate groups (�4.0 � 1013 particles/mL) was
slowly dropped into the solution of citrate buffer containing
6 mM GdCl3 by a syringe pump machine (Longerpump,
LSP01-1A) at the rate of 20 lL/min. The final molar ratio of
carboxylate and GdCl3 was 1:1. The solution was continuously
stirred overnight to reach equilibrium complexation. The
Gd(III)–DTPA conjugated core–shell nanoparticles (PMMA/PEI–
DTPA–Gd) were then purified to remove excess Gd(III) ions by
ultracentrifugation. Moreover, the supernatant from each centrif-
ugal cycle was collected to check for complete removal of free Gd
by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES; SPECTRO GENESIS, Spectro Analytical Instruments
GmbH). Hydrodynamic diameters, surface charges, and morphol-
ogy of Gd-binding product were characterized as described in
Section 2.3. The final content of Gd was determined by using
anICP-OES (see the supporting information).

2.6. In vitro T1 contrast activity of Gd-DTPA conjugated particle

The paramagnetic property of the prepared polymeric Gd
chelate was preliminarily investigated in comparison with
Gd-(ethoxybenzyl-DTPA) (Primovist; Bayer Schering Pharma AG).
First, PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd and Primovist with Gd concentrations
ranging from 0 to 256 lM in distilled water were added into
24-well plates. PMMA/PEI and PMMA/PEI–DTPA in the same
amount as the Gd-DTPA modified nanoparticles were also
observed. Next, the plates were placed in a phantom and intro-
duced into a 1.5 T horizontal scanner (Signa Excite; GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI) using a Quadknee coil at room temperature. Scan
parameters: TR = 400 ms, TE = 25, 50, 100, 200 ms.

2.7. In vitro cytotoxicity in normal liver cells

Chang’s liver cell line was maintained in minimum essential
media with L-glutamine, ribonucleosides, and deoxyribonucelo-
sides (MEM Alpha; Gibco) containing 10% fetal bovine serum,
and 1% streptomycin–ampicillin under 5% CO2 at 37 �C. To eval-
uate in vitro cytotoxicity, the cells were seeded at a density of
8 � 103 cells/well (100 lL/well) on 96-well plates. After 24-h
incubation, the cells were treated with 100 lL of various concen-
trations (2-fold dilution) of samples in media and then incubated
for 2 days. Thereafter, the treated media were removed and cells
were washed with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS;
WELGENE). Then the solution was replaced with 100 lL of
10-fold diluted solution of Ez-Cytox reagent (DAEIL lab service)
in media. After 90-min incubation, the absorbance of the plates
was measured at 490 nm on the micro-plate reader (Synergy
Mx, Biotek). The % cell availability of each condition was
reported for 4 independent experiments compared with control
media.
2.8. Cell uptake study

To evaluate cellular internalization in vitro by confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM), PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd was labeled
with N-succinimidyl carboxyfluorescein (NHS-fluorescein, Thermo
Scientific) (see the supporting information). Chang’s liver cells
were seeded on 22 � 22 mm2 coverslips placed in 6-well plates
at density of 1 � 105 cells/well. After incubation under 5% CO2 at
37 �C for 1 day, the cells were treated by the fluorescently labeled
PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd containing 250 lM Gd in media. After 1 h
incubation at 37 �C in 5% CO2 atmosphere, the cells were washed
twice with PBS and fixed with 4 wt% paraformaldehyde (Merck)
in PBS for 30 min and then washed with 1 wt% Tween20 in PBS. Fi-
nally, the coverslips were mounted on glass slides using mounting
medium with 1.5 lg/mL of DAPI (Vectashield H-1500; Vector Lab-
oratories). The slides were observed by confocal microscopy (Leica
Microsystems) using a 40� oil immersion objective.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Properties of PMMA/PEI nanoparticles

The amine-functionalized nanoparticles were prepared via
surfactant-free emulsion polymerization (SFEP) induced by the
CQ/3�-amine photo-initiating system. The mechanistic scheme of
the particle formation is shown in Scheme 1A and is quite similar
to the core–shell particle formation by the thermally-induced SFEP
system published in recent decades [23,26]. In brief, CQ photo-
initiator was excited by visible-light photons and then reacted
with 3�-amine of PEI molecules to generate initiating radicals.
The active radicals on PEI chains initiated polymerization of
MMA monomers that resulted in the PMMA/PEI graft-copolymer
chains. In aqueous solution, the copolymers oriented themselves
thermodynamically to form micelle-like micro-domains where
PEI segments face the water and PMMA hydrophobic segments
face the inside of the micelles. Thereafter, the propagating radicals
of core PMMA chains propagated other MMA monomers in the sys-
tem that provided core–shell nanoparticles as the final product.
The MMA monomer conversion was about 83% (Table 1).

From TEM images (Fig. 1A), the PEI-immobilized nanoparticles
exhibited a core–shell structure with a uniform size of �150 nm,
which was consistent with the hydrodynamic diameter measured
by Zetasizer (Table 1). Then, we assayed the particle stability and
found that the PMMA/PEI core/shell NPs showed great stability
(f-potential higher than 40 mV) in neutral and acidic conditions
(Fig. 2), which will allow a wide range of pHs in many applications.

Next, we developed a TNBS assay to measure the percentage of
grafted PEI (GPEI) in the polymerization by determining free PEI in
the supernatants. The GPEI was �70%, indicating that more than
half of the total PEI was permanently bound onto PMMA/PEI



Fig. 1. The particle morphology observed by TEM of (A) PMMA/PEIcore/shell NPs,
(B) DTPA-surface modified PMMA/PEI NPs, and (C) PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs. The
high magnification is shown in the inset images. Decreased mean particles size was
observed after the Gd-chelation (Tables 1 and 2), and it seemed to be from
condensation of shell-surface.

Fig. 2. pH-dependent f-potentials of PMMA/PEI core–shell nanoparticles before
and after conjugation of DTPA (� charge) with surface-PEI (+ charge).
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(Table 1). The TNBS assay also provided the 1�-amine per particle
(NP-NH2) and 1�-amine concentration. We found that more than
300,000 groups of 1�-amine were available on the surface and use-
ful for further modification. The molar concentration of 1�-amine
was 40 mM for PMMA/PEI with 7.7 � 1013 particles/mL.
3.2. PEI-surface modification with DTPA through amide coupling
reaction

As described, the PEI-immobilized particles have surface amine
groups that can be modified by various molecules. Herein, we
focused on modifying the particles to form the Gd-based MRI con-
trast agent. There are many approaches for conjugating MRI con-
trast agents onto amine-functionalized polymers [6,11,12,18,27].
Because the obtained particles were dispersed in aqueous medium,
modification methods using organic solvents were difficult and led
to destabilization of the particles. To avoid this problem, an amide
coupling reaction using water-soluble carbodiimide activating sys-
tem was selected since this method used mild conditions without
organic solvent, inert gas, and/or high temperature [19,28].

We introduced DTPA, which is a widely used ligand for Gd and
possesses 5 carboxylate groups for coupling reaction. Nevertheless,
optimal conditions for the modification must be found in order to
keep at least 3 COOH units that are required for chelating Gd sim-
ilar to commercial Gd-(DTPA bisamides) [29] and still maintain the
particle stability after modification. Accordingly, the molar ratio of
DTPA:EDC:NHS was 1:2:1 to ensure that the conversion was lim-
ited to one or two carboxylate group(s). Furthermore, the molar ra-
tio of DTPA to 1�-amine of PMMA/PEI was 5:1 because our
preliminary study (results not included) suggested that this molar
ratio provided products with good stability (f-potential lower than
�30 mV) and uniform size distribution after the modification.

The amide formation between carboxylate of DTPA and amine
groups of PMMA/PEI was confirmed by many techniques, for
example, f-potential and TEM. The f-potential of the particles
modified with DTPA (Fig. 2) was dramatically reduced compared
to that of unmodified PMMA/PEI. The pI of the DTPA-modified par-
ticles was shifted from 10 to 5.5, indicating that the amine groups
on the PMMA/PEI’s surface were modified with carboxylate groups
of DTPA [30]. The covalent functionalization of DTPA onto PMMA/
PEI was further supported by TEM images (Fig. 1B) using UAc as a
staining agent. Although the PMMA/PEI was modified with DTPA,
the morphology still provided a core–shell structure. The shell
stained by cationic UAc implied availability of DTPA on the parti-
cles’ surface [31]. The hydrodynamic size and size distribution
(Table S1) of the PMMA/PEI–DTPA did not change much from those
of the parent particles.

Next, we applied TBO onto the DTPA-functionalized particles to
estimate the amount of carboxylate groups on their surface. As de-
scribed previously, TBO is commonly used as a cationic dye; it ad-
sorbs onto anionic surfaces and exhibits a color change from blue
to red-violet called ‘metachromasy’ [24,30]. This also occurred
when TBO was added into the purified PMMA/PEI–DTPA (Fig. 3),
which supported the functionalization.

Herein, we designed the TBO assay to determine maximum TBO
adsorption onto PMMA/PEI–DTPA’s surface. The equilibrium TBO
adsorption onto the modified particles (Qe; mol/particles) at each
point was calculated by the following equation:

Qe ¼
ðC0 � CeÞV

total particles
¼ 2:09� 10�15ðC0 � CeÞ ð2Þ
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where the C0 and Ce is the total and equilibrium molar concentra-
tions of TBO in the solution at a certain point, V is the total volume
(0.05 L), and the total number of DTPA-functionalized particles in
the experiment was 2.4 � 1013 particles.

Next, the adsorption data (Table S2) were well fitted by Lang-
muir’s adsorption model. So, we applied this model to find the
maximum adsorption of TBO onto the particles (Qm, mol/particle)
according to the following equation:

Ce

Q e
¼ Ce

Q m
þ Kd

Q m
ð3Þ

where Kd is the dissociation constant. From the plot of Ce/Qe versus
Ce, the fitting curve’s slope and y-intercept were defined as 1/Qm

and Kd/Qm, respectively (Fig. S1).
The observed Qm was 25.14 � 10�20 mol/particle indicating

that there were 1.51 � 105 carboxylate groups/particle. Thus, the
molar concentration of COOH was around 10.1 mM for the
PMMA/PEI–DTPA sample with 4 � 1013 particles/mL.

3.3. Chelation of DTPA-functionalized nanoparticles to Gd(III)

Because GdCl3 is less water-soluble at, near or above neutral pH
[32,33]. But PMMA/PEI–DTPA has low stability in acidic conditions,
the stability of both components during complexation is a concern.
Our first attempt of slowly adding GdCl3 solution into the DTPA-
modified particle at neutral pH provided poor product with large
aggregation. We therefore altered the method by slowly adding
the DTPA-modified particles into the GdCl3 solution (controlled
pH at 5.5 by citrate buffer). The chelated product after purification
showed good texture without too much aggregation of particles
and a core–shell structure (Table 2 and Fig. 1C). The slight decrease
in size was caused by shrinkage of the shell segment under
chelation.

Next, we determined Gd content in the Gd–DTPA conjugated
nanoparticles (PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd) by ICP-OES using GdCl3 for
calibration curve (Fig. S2A). The product was purified by centrifu-
gation to remove all unbound Gd (complete removal confirmed
by remaining Gd in each supernatant cycle as shown in Fig. S2B).
At a concentration of 2.4 � 1013 particles/mL, the average concen-
Fig. 3. DTPA-surface modification of PMMA/PEI core/shell nanoparticles; metachromas
hypsochromic shift of TBO from original blue (kmax = 633 nm) to red-violet (kmax = 548 nm
whereas there is no change in the presence of PMMA/PEI (+ charge). (For interpretation of
of this article.)
tration of Gd was 2.21 mM, indicating that there were more than
55,000 Gd(III) ions/particle (Table 2). The Gd content of our parti-
cles was much higher than that in dendrimer-based Gd chelates
[11,12,27] and slightly higher than polymeric Gd particles having
size around 100–200 nm [34,35] but much lower than Gd-conju-
gated dendrimer nanocluster [34]. However, we believe that the
core–shell structure of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs has the potential
to be used as a multi-functional MRI contrast agent.

3.4. Paramagnetic properties of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs

The paramagnetic properties of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs were
next evaluated in comparison with Primovist and the particles
without Gd. In the present work, we focused on liver tissue be-
cause it is a vital organ and can entrap large-sized compounds in
its reticuloendothelial system [36]. Thus, Primovist, an FDA-ap-
proved and liver-specific MRI contrast agent [37,38], was selected
as a model for small Gd complexes. The result (Fig. 4) showed that
the Gd-DTPA modified particles enhanced the intensity in the MRI
image to a higher level than Primovist, and the optimal concentra-
tion for MRI application is at least 32 lM (see exponential curve in
Fig. 4B) for the scan parameters: 1.5 T, 25 �C, TR = 400 ms, TE =
25 ms. Neither precursor particle (PMMA/PEI–DTPA or PMMA/
PEI) strongly affected the MRI intensity and both exhibited concen-
tration-independent image intensity. The longitudinal relaxivities
(r1) of both PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd and Primovist were also deter-
mined by plotting relaxation rates against Gd concentration
(Fig. 4C) and the values were calculated using the following
equation:

ð1=T1Þx ¼ ð1=T1Þ0 þ r1 � ½Gd�x ð4Þ

where [Gd]x is the concentration of Gd (lM) in the solution, (1/T1)x

and (1/T1)0 are the relaxation rates at [Gd] = x and without Gd,
respectively.

The relaxivity of the Gd–DTPA modified particles was 1.75
times that of the small contrast agent (34.28 and 19.59 mM�1 S�1

for PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd and Primovist, respectively). In general,
the conjugation of small Gd complexes to macromolecules can en-
hance MRI intensity by increasing the water proton relaxivity
y of TBO under staining to anionic PMMA/PEI–DTPA particles. Color changes with
) informed an interaction between TBO and PMMA/PEI–DTPA’s surface (� charge),

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version



Table 2
Properties of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd core/shell nanoparticles (n P 3; mean ± SEM).

Product characteristics Value

Number-averaged diameter, Dn (nm)a 146.7 ± 8.25
Particle size distribution, Dv/Dn

a 1.482 ± 0.141
f-potential (mV)b �3.17 ± 1.17
Gd/particle (104)c 5.53 ± 0.202
Gd concentration (mM) c 2.21 ± 0.081

a Values were determined in wet state by Zetasizer analyzer.
b The Gd-binding particle was adjusted to pH 7.4 before measurement.
c Data were obtained from ICP-OES.

Fig. 4. (A) Concentration dependent T1 contrast in MR phantoms study (Primovist,
PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs, PMMA/PEI–DTPA NPs, and PMMA/PEI NPs). For PMMA/
PEI–DTPA NPs and PMMA/PEI NPs, the concentrations in units of particles per mL
were prepared to be equal to that of the Gd-binding particle. (B) Graph plotted by
image intensities (determined using Onis viewer software) against Gd concentra-
tions at TE = 25 ms. (C) Relaxation rates vs. Gd concentrations of Primovist and
PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs. The dotted lines are the fitted curve (n = 5; mean ± SEM).

Fig. 5. Dose-dependent cytotoxicity of Primovist, PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs,
PMMA/PEI–DTPA NPs, and PMMA/PEI NPs in Chang’s liver cells (48 h treatment).
(n = 4; mean ± SEM). Drastic reduced cellular toxicity was observed after PEI-shell
modification with DTPA.
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[7,13,18,39]. This occurs by 2 main mechanisms: inducing an in-
crease of local water density leading to a higher water exchange
rate and/or amplifying Gd density due to greater loading capacity
of Gd per molecule [29,40]. Since PMMA/PEI–DTPA did not show
significant enhancement of the image intensity itself, the larger
Gd content per particle seemed to be the major reason for the high-
er relaxivity of the Gd–DTPA modified particles.

3.5. Free Gd release of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs

Many literatures reported that Gd(III) ions in the complexes
were able to be released from the complexes themselves, leading
to the toxicity to the cells [41,42]. Moreover, free Gd also has a po-
tential to accumulate in the membranes, enzymatic structures, and
bones, resulting in undetermined long-term consequence [43].
Thus, the release of free Gd from the complexes is clinical impor-
tance. In vitro-release profiles of free Gd in distilled water were
shown in Fig. S3 (see the experimental procedure in the supporting
information). The amount of free Gd released was presented as
percentage release in a period of 24 h In the case of PMMA/PEI–
DTPA–Gd NPs, it was found that there are scarcely Gd release from
the nanoparticles within 7 h. This was caused by the strong conju-
gation between carboxylate groups on DTPA moieties and Gd(III)
ions. However, after 1 day incubation, the free Gd release was sig-
nificantly increased up to 10%. Although the Gd(III) ions were
strongly bound with DTPA moieties, the chelation of these ions also
partially occurred by the amine groups along PEI chains. Theses Gd
chelated by PEI had low affinity and, therefore, led to dissociation
of the Gd(III) ions. According to this result, it is necessary to ob-
serve side effect of the free Gd leaked from the particles by inves-
tigating cytotoxicity of the materials at least 24 h.

3.6. Cytotoxicity of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs in liver cell lines

As described above, we used the Gd–DTPA modified particles as
a contrast media for liver cancers. In general cases, Gd chelates
with larger size and/or hydrophobic component tend to be en-
trapped and located in the liver tissue, which is the main reticulo-
endothelial organ [36]. Therefore, the PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs
showing sub-micron size had a high probability of locating in this
organ. On the other hand, it had less opportunity to locate in the
cancer area, which has many blood vessels that are hyperperme-
able. We hypothesized that the contrast enhancement by PMMA/
PEI–DTPA–Gd in the liver cancer diagnosis resulted from an accu-
mulation of this polymeric Gd chelate in normal liver tissue around
the lesion area, which had lesser bioavailability. Accordingly,
Chang’s liver cell line, an appropriate cell model for normal liver,
was used to evaluate the cytotoxic effect of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd
NPs.

Fig. 5 shows the cell viability of Chang’s liver cells after treat-
ment with our materials for 2 days. PMMA/PEI was quite toxic with
a median lethal concentration (LC50) of �20 lM. In biomedical
applications, the limitations of PEI are due to high cytotoxicity re-
lated to its cationic nature [44,45]. However, neither modified par-
ticle (PMMA/PEI–DTPA or PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd) showed a
cytotoxic effect, because of the functionalized DTPA enveloping
the particles’ surface as described previously. The PEI-mediated
cytotoxicity was therefore concealed in our case. Similar to Primo-
vist, the Gd–DTPA conjugated nanoparticles were non-toxic above
the observed concentrations and the maximum non-toxic dose was
over 250 lM. The applicable dose seemed sufficient for further
in vivo application, in which Gd contrast agents are usually in-
jected at a final concentration of about 30–50 lM (or lmol/kg)
[7,8,13,18,27].

3.7. Cellular internalization of the PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs

The cellular localization of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs was inves-
tigated in Chang’s liver cells. The maximum non-toxic dose of the
material was applied to observe the cellular response (Fig. 6). At



Fig. 6. Intracellular uptake of PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd (250 lM, 2 h treatment) on
Chang’s liver cells. The fluorescent-labeled particles were taken up by the cells
(ensured by locating of nuclei labeled with DAPI). Boundary of the cells is shown by
differential image contrast (DIC). The scale bar at the right corner of the merge
image indicates 100 lm.
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high Gd concentration, the polymeric Gd chelate was internalized
into the cells and distributed evenly throughout the cytoplasm.
Although our macromolecular contrast agent showed negative
net charge and was covered by carboxylate groups of the DTPA
units, it possessed PEI, which is a well-known cationic polymer
that induces gene delivery across the cell membrane [45,46]. Thus,
the PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd NPs can be taken up by the cells, allow-
ing for intracellular imaging [47,48]. Nevertheless, the cellular
internalization of the polymeric contrast agents needs to be opti-
mized since the prolonged accumulation time of polymeric mate-
rials also has the potential to lead to greater cytotoxicity.
4. Conclusions

The PMMA/PEI–DTPA–Gd core/shell nanoparticles were synthe-
sized via the photo-induced SFEP, a facile one-step preparation, is a
promising particle that has reactive amines on its surface; these
are essential for chemical modification with various functional-
groups including drugs, targeting moieties and peptides. In this
study we functionalized these nanoparticles to have Gd–DTPA
units without a use of vigorous reactions or organic solvents. PEI
along the particles’ surface wasconjugated with DTPA units via
the EDC/NHS activated amide formation and then Gd(III) was
introduced into the chelating moiety. And also we observed the
enhancement of water proton relaxivity, the reduced cytotoxicity
and the high potential for MRI contrast agent. Furthermore, the
core–shell structure of this material provides an opportunity to de-
sign for hepatic MR contrast agents with multi-functional
properties.
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